Melco EX SERIES
The Melco platform continues to evolve

Melco redefined the real potential of Hi-Res
digital music playback over Ethernet or using USB DAC
when it was introduced a few years ago...

Control point album art

...Now, with the introduction of the Melco EX Series, new standards of convenience
are achieved, especially for Browse and Search of the music library.
New software for the user interface on the OLED display gives more detail of status
and playback, with internationalisation covering most metadata requirements, along with
advanced options for the CD import and archiving process.
Internet Radio is fully supported using the Melco Music HD App.

Spreadsheet overview

Intelligent browseing

Clear next generation UI

Main Features
• Browse and Search Profiles: Jazz, Rock,
Classical, Simple
• Browse and Search in any order
• One button: ‘Add Missing Album art’
• One button: ‘Find additional metadata’
• One button: ‘Replace all metadata with new’
• Classical tagging at Work level, not Album
Caption
vTuner built-in

• New tagged metadata available to other
player systems: multiroom or car
• Tagged metadata is now totally consistent
across the whole Melco library
• Composer automatically added to
Work Title in case of Classical
• Simple web tool for manual edits of a single
album or change album art
• Will present overview of complete library
in fine detail as web page or spreadsheet
before and after processing
• User configurable in all aspects by
subscription to SongKong for Melco and
Minimserver2.

Melco Intelligent Music Library
Locating music for play on any digital music system

and Pop – for example Jazz requires an awareness

relies on being able to Browse using the metadata

of Track Artists and guests.

tagging of the original music files.
If the metadata is incomplete or inaccurate, then finding
music becomes quite difficult.

Classical is different again, with necessary search
fields including Composer, Conductor, Ensemble etc.
So Browse Profiles are easily set on the front OLED

The solution is Melco Intelligent Music Library.

of the Melco for Rock and Pop, Jazz, Classical and a

Incomplete or inaccurate Metadata can be manually re-

simple Generic setting for casual use.

tagged. This is very time consuming, but by applying
a well thought-out set of rules a consistent library

Classical music fans will be pleased to see
another innovation.

can be achieved.

Classical CDs generally contain more than one work,

Melco automates the process of re-tagging, using
a variety of additional databases and sophisticated
algorithms to intelligently replace (or supplement)
the original metadata. To achieve this Melco uses
SongKong – a very clever automatic re-tagging engine
that has previously been available to Melco users only
on a networked computer. Now the Melco EX series
machines are shipped with SongKong installed and
configured for simple operation.
Even when the music library is properly tagged, success
in finding music still depends on the UPnP server which
interfaces between the music metadata and the user
and control App.
In recent years the preferred choice of UPnP server
for serious audio has been MinimServer. A unique
collaboration between MinimServer and Melco has
resulted in MinimServer being the new UPnP server
for Melco EX Series.

even if the Composer is the same. Or maybe the
composer is different? So although Melco Intelligent
Music Library works at the CD or album level with Rock
and Jazz, for Classical the Browse and Search is now
based on Works rather than the CD. At all times the
complete CD can be easily identified and played, but
the likelihood is that the user is searching for a specific
work, rather than a CD or Album. This makes
it simple to find an overture that was hidden between
two Symphonies for example.
In summary, by using MinimServer to Browse and
Search the new tagging implemented automatically
by SongKong finding any music within the largest
library becomes simple.
Additional user defined profiles are easily
added by subscribing to MinimServer 2 at -

minimserver.com/minimserver2.
Many additional metadata management features
including a one-press deletion of duplicates, and

The advantages of MinimServer are many, and they all

the ability to add embedded metadata to Naim rips

work towards what MinimServer refers to as Intelligent

are available by subscribing to Songkong at -

Browsing. Finding music can now be by Browse, or

http://songkongformelco.net

Search or both, in whatever order is most effective.

Internet Radio powered by vTuner

This is quite different to all normal UPnP servers, and

Using a USB-connected DAC with Melco, controlled

means that music can be located without having to go

by Melco Music HD App on an iPad, internet radio

backwards in the Browse process.

becomes a convenient and easy to use digital source.

All the above is advanced technology, but still fails to take
account of one variable – the user and the type of music!
When Browsing for Jazz the selection of fields on
the App needs to be quite different to that for Rock

Featuring intuitive searching by Genres, regions and
broadcasters. Individual stations can be stored as
convenient playlists.

The EX series model line up
N1Z/2EX-S40

N1Z/2EX-H60

N1A/2EX-H60

N10

N100

MinimServer - Intelligent Browsing
Two ways to browse your music library

ARTIST

ALBUM

The Tallis Scholars

Allegri : Miserere /
Palestrina : Missa
Papae Marcelli

Miserere mei, Deus

COMPOSER

WORK

CHOIR

Gregorio Allegri

Miserere mei, Deus

The Tallis Scholars

OTHER WORKS

OTHER CHOIRS

How SongKong and MinimServer
work seamlessly with the EX series
Melco Intelligent Music Library

TRACK

1

START

PLAY

2

Browse
Search
Play

2 explores your library and shows

1 is like picking the CD off

Network Player

Control
Point

Serve
Music Files

Index + Serve
Metadata

you alternatives at each step

the shelf - you know what you want

Melco N1 | N10 | N100
MinimServer

Configure & Control with:
Web Browser | Tablet | Phone

A

Read Metadata
from Music Files

Index and
Serve Music

Cover Art
Archive

Manual Edit
MusicBrainz

Create Status Report

Discogs

AcousticBrainz

Add Metadata
Inc Artwork

SongKong
Add
Artists and
Album Artwork

Find
and Delete
Duplicate Songs

Identify by
Fingerprint
or Metadata

Auto add
Metadata

SongKong

Metadata from External Databases

Identification

Music
Files

Fingerprinting
and Metadata

Manual add
Metadata
Export Data:
Spreadsheet

Export Data:
HTML Report

OLED Control
WEB Control

HTML

Audio
Files

Melco EX Series Browsing Index Tags
Default

Classical

Rock/Pop

Jazz

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

Artist

3

Date
Genre
All Artists
Composer

3

3

Album Artists

3

Work

3

Orchestra

3

Conductor

3

Ensemble

3

Performer

3

Choir

3

Original Date

3

3

3
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Melco S100
Audiophile Dataswitch
No compromise – for all networked digital
audio applications

Digital Music relies on perfectly timed data in a
low noise environment to achieve maximum performance.
The limitation to the ultimate sound quality of digital music on an
Ethernet network is the network itself and the components used.
IT components are low cost commodity items and are effective for PC data
and gaming etc. But they are simply inadequate for high quality digital music.
One critical component is all digital music systems is the dataswitch which
handles both the music data and control.
The Melco S100 is designed and configured as an audiophile component
without any IT compromises..

S100 Technology

S100 Applications

The Melco S100 is quite an unusual
architecture compared to an IT dataswitch.

4

3

There are four 100Mb RJ45 ports – these
provide the best audio quality.

2

1

7

There are four 1Gb ports – these are
ideal for PC connectivity, and are ideal for
the Roon Core processor which generates
high traffic flow.

5

Connectivity
(1) Power input
(2) LED - On / Off button
(3) LEDs

Two additional SFP ports allow for
connection of optical fibre for components
such as Lumin that support it.
Key to creating a stable and resilient data
stream for extreme Hi-Res streaming is
the Packet Buffer and S100 has 1.5MB of
buffer capability to deal with erratic external
connectivity.
Audiophile techniques are used in the
power supply implementation with a bank
of audio-grade capacitors to ensure the
lowest noise environment.

6

(4) SPF
(5) 100MbE (priority port)
(6) 1GbE

Computer Audio
Computers used for playing Audio all
connect to the network for access to servers
or streaming services.
This connectivity is not optimised for
sound quality and Melco S100 removes this
restriction to performance allowing the full
benefit of optimised player software and
other tweaks to be enjoyed.

Mechanical stability contributes to
system performance and the S100 is built
on a rigid steel chassis with total screening
provided by the totally metal enclosure
which matches Melco Audiophile NAS
components.

ROON
Roon systems have both music storage and
the Roon Core connected to the network
which can generate a lot of traffic.

Power supplies are external to the S100
giving good isolation and allowing for future
upgrade to external linear power supplies.
Network Digital Music Players – Streamers.
The Ethernet network is the signal
connectivity to every network Player or
Streamer from the data-store or NAS.
Similarly Streaming Services such as
TIDAL and Qobuz originate in remote servers
and connect to the network Player through
the dataswitch.
Any damage to packet data, timing, packet
order, noise, or intrusive data, damages the
overall musical performance.
IT switches are optimised for speed and
throughput – not data integrity.

The Melco S100 has both ports optimised for
sound quality, as well as ports optimised for
both sound quality and throughput.
This creates an ideal Roon infrastructure
without any compromise.

(7) 1GbE (priority port)
(No 8 SFP priority
port when connected)

Lumin
Lumin high performance network
players offer the opportunity to isolate the
player from the network using fibre Optic
SFP connectors.
Melco S100 is equipped as standard with
two SFP/LC connectors to allow the full
befits to be enjoyed
Melco N1, N10 and N100
Melco owners have long realised the
benefits of using Melco NAS without any
network connection at all – but this is often
not practical.
Now with the S100 all Melco users can
enjoy the benefits of a permanent network
connection – access to streaming services,
internet radio and other networked sources without any sound quality compromises.

Recommended system connectivity

S100
100MbE

100MbE

LAN

Music Player

OPT
100MbE

1GbE

1GbE

LAN

LAN

LAN

LAN

Network Player

100MbE for music
streaming + control or
1GbE for control only

Melco S100, using the 100Mb ports achieves
the best possible performance from every
brand of network Player or Streamer
regardless of the source.

WiFi Router

Roon Core
PC

Melco S100 Specification
Connectivity
Ports
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4 x 100Mb/E
4 x 1000Mb/E
2 x Fibre

RJ45
RJ45
SFP/LC

Power

12V 1 amp

5.7mm coax

Size

215 x 61 x 269mm (W H L)

Weight

2.5kG

